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Falke 80, serial number 50
August 4 2013 at 9:42 AM

Hellings  (Login Vhm)

Hello, 
 

By accident I ended at this forum. I own a Falke model 80 for 30 years. Serial number = 50. As you maybe know, there’s also a topic at this forum of a Falke model 80 and serial number 50
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642127/message/1360957620/Falke+80+serial+no.+50). 

 

Because I didn’t see an option to upload the photo’s i’d made a page on our own site:http://www.vanhetmanneke.be/falke/falke.html 
 

How is this possible ? I thought there was only 1 serial number of each model ? 
 

Already thanks for answering. 
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hello Hellings August 4 2013, 8:39 PM 

Thanks for posting these photos. With your permission I will post links to them on this thread? 
 

The simple answer to your question is that there were duplicate serial numbers used by the Falke factory within each model, an increasing number of which have surfaced in the past few years. So you are
not alone in having one with the same number as another rifle! 

The reasons for this are not clear and we can only speculate as to why this was the case (and have done at length on other threads). There appear to be more Falke 80s with duplicated serial numbers than
90s, even taking into account the fact that more 80s were undoubtedly made, and survive today. 
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The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Sep 22, 2013 12:50 PM
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